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ABSTRACT
The usual, highly efficient, modelling tools for planar optical devices are generally not suitable for modelling
photonic crystal structures. For example, the Beam Propagation Method fails when applied to these strongly
scattering structures since presumptions are made on the propagation direction of the waves.
The Finite-Difference Time-Domain method (FDTD), however, as a direct discretisation of Maxwell's equations,
does not suffer from such restrictive assumptions. It will be shown that the evolution of the electromagnetic field
in both time and space -as calculated using FDTD- can be of considerable help in understanding the physics of
photonic crystal structures.
Keywords: Photonic Crystals, Photonic Bandgap structures (PBG), Opticall waveguide components, Optical
filters, Numerical modelling, Finite-Difference Time-Domain methods (FDTD).
1. INTRODUCTION
Photonic Crystals are structures having a periodic variation of the refractive index in 1, 2 or 3 dimensions with
a period in the order of the wavelength of the electromagnetic waves for which they are designed. For a good
introduction see e.g. [ I , 21. These structures can be designed to have a photonic bandgap, i.e. a band of
frequencies that cannot propagate through it. Although interesting work is done on 3-dimensional photonic
crystals, using layer-by-layer fabrication methods, e.g. [3] or self-organized inverted synthetic opals, e.g. [4],
most current interest is in quasi 2-dimensional photonic crystal slabs, consisting of a layer of high-index material
which is perforated with a regular array of holes filled with air or another low-index material, see e.g. [5]. An
important potential application of photonic crystals is the realisation of ultra-compact integrated optics. Wave
propagation in the bandgap of a photonic crystal may be possible along a dekct, e.g. a narrow region where the
crystal structure has been removed, e.g. [ 6 ] .Such regions act as waveguiding channels which can have extremely
sharp bends (bending radius of the order of a wavelength), allowing very compact folding of waveguides, e.g. [7,
81. Also, high-quality optical microresonators can be realised as defects in a photonic crystal, which may lead to
very compact optical wavelength filters and add-drop multiplexers for opticall communications [9, lo]. Another
important application field is in highly efficient semiconductor laser and LED light sources. The key to
the operation of all these devices is suppression of radiation into unwanted directions, where it is blocked by
the forbidden band of the surrounding photonic crystal.
The electromagnetic phenomena in photonic crystal structures are rather complicated compared to the more
conventional dielectric waveguide devices. This is because of the multiple scattering phenomena which provide
ample mode-conversion mechanisms for coupling all possible guided modes and radiation modes, thus easily
causing back-reflection and diffraction of waves from a guided mode in a photonic crystal waveguide. Therefore,
efficient modelling tools like the Beam Propagation Method (BPM) [l 11 where prior assumptions are made on
the direction of wave propagation are not applicable. An interesting general extension to arbitrary propagation
directions is the Finite-Element Time-Domain BPM [ 121. Some important methods for calculating electromagnetic scattering properties are given in [ 131. When waveguiding in perilodic structures is to be analysed, it
is often efficient to subdivide the problem into uniform sections for which the eigenmodes can be calculated and
then to match the fields at the interfaces between adjacent sections. The resulting method is known as the Bidirectional Eigenmode Propagation (BEP) [I41 or a variant of it, the Method of Lines (MOL) [15]. These
methods become inefficient when no extended uniform sections can be distinguished, e.g. in the case of photonic
crystal lattice built from circular-shaped holes and curved or tapered waveguides.
A very general method which does not rely on any assumptions of propagating modes is the Finite-Difference
Time-Domain method. It involves a direct discretisation of Maxwell's equations, so that given a starting field
distribution or driving field (e.g. an incident wave), the evolution of this field in space and time can be calculated.
A very useful overview of the method with ample attention to implementation details and boundary conditions
can be found in a book by Taflove [ 161. A drawback of this method is required number of discretisation points
required for obtaining stability and accurate results from the algorithm. The spatial step size should be a fraction
(less than about a tenth) of the smallest wavelength and the time step should be less than the corresponding
fraction of the smallest wave period in the problem. This rather fine calculation grid puts a practical limit on the
size of the problems that can be handled on a given computer. The needed processing time is directly
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proportional to the number of grid points (x . y . z . I).
A current 1 GHz personal computer can process 1 or 2 . 1 0 ’ ~
grid points per hour, which limits the two-dimensional analysis of non-resonant structures to a region of UP to
about IO00 square wavelengths. For analysing the steady state of high-Q resonant structures or 3-dimensional
problems, the region should be considerably reduced (or a supercomputer should be used). In the remainder of
this paper some results of 2-dimensional calculations on photonic crystal structures will be shown.
2. BANDGAP CALCULATION
An intuitively simple method for calculating a bandgap in a photonic crystal is to determine the transmission
through the crystal of waves in all directions over a the range of frequencies of interest. At first sight this method
seems rather awkward, since it involves calculations for many angles of incidence and many frequencies over
a spatial region of, in principle, infinite extent. However, in many practical applications, a photonic crystal is
built from materials having a high refractive index contrast (this is necessary in order to obtain an appreciable
bandgap), where waves at frequencies in the bandgap will penetrate for only a few periods. Therefore, it is
sufficient to look at the transmission through a relatively thin “block” of photonic crystal material in order to
determine its bandgap. Also, using the FDTD method, the results for all angles and frequencies can be obtained
in a single calculation. A point source in free space generates spherical waves which cover all possible angles of
incidence when impinging on the plane boundary of a photonic crystal (for symmetry reasons, only a limited
angular range needs to be taken into account). Furthermore, if this point source is excited with a short pulse, then
the resulting waves will cover a broad frequency spectrum. At a large number of positions at the far end of
the crystal, the transmitted field is determined and using a Fourier transform, its spectrum is calculated.
The collection of frequencies which are not transmitted to any of these positions make up the bandgap(s) of the
crystal. Visually the bandgap is immediately apparent when all the transmission spectra are superimposed [17].
The method of obta,ining frequency spectra by transforming a pulse response from the time domain calculations
does not easily account for material dispersion which is specified in the frequency domain. However, a method
for incorporating material dispersion in FDTD calculations is known [ 161. On the other hand, calculations have
shown that in some cases material dispersion may be neglected with respect to the large “geometric” dispersion
of the periodic photonic crystal itself [ 181.
3. WAVEGUIDE CALCULATIONS

An important property of a waveguide is the frequency-dependent effective refractive index of the supported
mode(s). One way to obtain this dispersion is to perform a modal analysis. However, using the FDTD,
the dispersion can be determined without performing a formal modal analysis, as illustrated in Fig. 1. In this
example, a waveguide is formed by removing a row of pillars from a photonic crystal consisting of a 2-Dsquare
array of square cross-section high-index pillars in air. The field distribution of the wave or waves propagating in
the channel is calculated using FDTD. From the spatial pattern the wavelength and hence the phase velocity is
found. From its frequency-dependence also the group velocity can be determined. If more than a single mode is
excited in the waveguide they can be separated by spatial Fourier decomposition of the field pattern.
Another practically important issue is efficient coupling of waves into a waveguide in a photonic crystal.
The FDTD has been successfully applied for calculating and optimising the coupling efficiency both from a freespace Gaussian beam and from a conventional dielectric slab waveguide to a waveguide of the type shown in
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Figure 1. Calculafing waveguide dispersion. (a) The field distribution in the waveguide is calculated.
By defermining the wavelength of the resulting pattern. the effective (phase) index and from that. the group
index can be calculated (b).
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Figure 2. Optical wavelength
filter consisting of cavity resonator, coupled to waveguide in
photonic crystal. The graphs
show the transfer function
(waveguide transmission
versus wavelength); the inset in
each graph shows
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Figure 3. Diffraction eflects f i o m 20-period deep grating in silicon nitride slab waveguide on S O 2 .
(a) Slructure; (b) Transmission, refection and diflraction of drflerent spectral components of a pulse into
dgferenl directions; (c) Calculated normalized reflection (R), transmission ( r ) and diffraction (L) loss spectra.
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directions, or are (almost) filly reflected or transmitted. This process is best observed and interpreted by
watching an animation of the field evolution, which has been made available on the internet [19]. Finally,
the reflected and transmitted pulses have been Fourier-transformed, in order to obtain their spectra. After
normalisation with respect to a pulse that has travelled through a reference slab waveguide without a grating, the
reflection and transmission spectra, shown in Fig. 3c, have been obtained. Since we considered lossless materials,
the diffraction loss spectrum (also in Fig. 3c) is easily obtained by subtracting the sum of reflection and transmission spectra from unity.
6. CONCLUSIONS
It has been shown that the FDTD method is well-suited for modelling many phenomena in photonic crystal
structures. Its applications include the calculation of a photonic bandgap, waveguide dispersion, resonator-based
filters and diffraction effects. The dynamics of the electromagnetic phenomena can be investigated by studying
an animated time-sequence of calculated field distributions. The most important limitations of the FDTD arise
from the required computer resources and the difficulty of incorporating material dispersion.
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